Introduction
The BMJ, Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine and Lancet have recently redesigned their formats, with subsequent loud silences'. I describe here my personal criteria for physical readability, and how these are met by 25 journals in their past and present layout. I am not concerned here with the choice or scientific quality of the articles, nor with the aesthetics of page design and typeface. I discuss below only the utility of these journals to a compulsive reader, ripper and filer over four decades.
Method
Table llists 25 medical journals I read, classified into three weekly, 11 monthly and 11 less frequent. Some journals have more than one entry where the format has changed. Although I was on committees involved with nine of these journals, in only one, the Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine, had I any say in the format.
Each of 10 criteria have been given an arbitrary mark of 4, excellent; 3, good; 2, moderate; 1, unsatisfactory; and 0, unhelpful. A criterion was given two marks (eg 3/4) where there was lack of uniformity.
Results

List of contents
The reader's first aim is to find out what is in the journal, by whom and on what page. The complete list should be on the front page, and it is unsatisfactory for it to extend to a second page. Contents are unhelpfully placed on the back page even if it allows for an elegant almost blank front cover, and most useless totally buried inside. Only a third of the journals achieved my goal, and recently the Lancet, by doubling the size of its type on its contents page has halved its information and thereby relegated half its contents to an inside page.
Numbering of volumes
The most convenient system is to have one volume per year, so that all too common incorrect citations can be searched either by volume or year: doubly inaccurate citations are uncommon. Fortunately journals like the Lancet which used to have volumes i, ii, each year, have now changed to serial numbering. Many bulky journals like the BMJ and Lancet prefer to have two volumes a year separately bound.
Journal name on page I am frequently perplexed to find offprints, reprints, or copies of articles, where I cannot identify the journal because that name does not appear on each page as it should. Some journals put their name on alternate pages only, but many still do not put it on any pages.
Volume and date on page
There are still many journals which do not put on each page the year and volume number, the absence of which, even if one knows the journal, make an isolated article uncitable, even though it is usually possible by diligent research to eventually pin down its source. Although the Lancet now puts the volume number on the text pages, they are only on alternate pages, whereas the date is reduced from each page to only every other page.
Page numbers
All journals paginate, but not all put the numbers in the most useful place at the top and outside of pages.
Authors' initials and degrees
Every reader noting down a reference, needs to write or type only the surnames and initials of the authors. It is inconvenient to have to turn first names into initials, and one may be in doubt whether a name is a first name or an additional surname. And is the trendy matiness of forenames fitting in a scientific journal?
A reader needs maximum assistance in assessing the authors, especially whether they are medically qualified, and if they are it is helpful to know whether they are LRCP, MRCP, or FRCP, and indeed whether they have doctorates in medicine or philosophy. Half the journals do not use this facility, and many which do have cut the numbers of qualifications allowed down to one only, which is unnecessarily restrictive.
But if journals provide qualifications they should be in standard format, ChM, PhD, DSc, and not in the curious all capital fad of CHM, PHD, DSC (which stands for Distinguished Service Cross, not Doctor of Science) and leads to quaint horrors like DOBSTRCOG instead of DObstRCOG.
Specialty and status
Few journals help the reader by explaining the clinical and academic position of each author, although most provide the authors' specialty, even if this is not always easy with a multi-author article to work out who was in which specialty.
Institution and address
Every journal now identifies the institution and almost every journal now provides a full postal address for at least one of the authors. Perhaps in the 21st century, if there are still journals printed rather than mere electronic mail, authors will be asked to supply fax numbers. Today's mail does require correct postal address and zip code, so that correspondence is possible. One still sees the occasional 'J Smith, Sydney, Australia' or 'Chief Medical Officer, Smiths'. 
